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WY)MR YHWH )LY QX-LK GLYWN GDWL WKTB (LYW BXR+
)NW$ LMHR $LL X$ BZ

1 Moreover the LORD said
unto me, Take thee a great
roll, and write in it with a
man's pen concerning
Mahershalalhashbaz.

W)(YDH LY (DYM N)MNYM )T )WRYH HKHN W)T-ZKRYHW BN
YBRKYHW

2 And I took unto me
faithful witnesses to record,
Uriah the priest, and
Zechariah the son of
Jeberechiah.

W)QRB )L-HNBY)H WTHR WTLD BN WY)MR YHWH )LY QR)
$MW MHR $LL X$ BZ

3 And I went unto the
prophetess; and she
conceived, and bare a son.
Then said the LORD to me,
Call his name
Mahershalalhashbaz.

KY B+RM YD( HN(R QR) )BY W)MY Y&) )T-XYL DM&Q W)T
$LL $MRWN LPNY MLK )$WR

4 For before the child shall
have knowledge to cry, My
father, and my mother, the
riches of Damascus and the
spoil of Samaria shall be
taken away before the king
of Assyria.

WYSP YHWH DBR )LY (WD L)MR 5 The LORD spake also
unto me again, saying,

Y(N KY M)S H(M HZH )T MY H$LX HHLKYM L)+ WM&W&
)T-RCYN WBN-RMLYHW

6 Forasmuch as this people
refuseth the waters of
Shiloah that go softly, and
rejoice in Rezin and
Remaliah's son;

WLKN HNH )DNY M(LH (LYHM )T-MY HNHR H(CWMYM
WHRBYM )T-MLK )$WR W)T-KL-KBWDW W(LH (L-KL-)PYQYW
WHLK (L-KL-GDWTYW

7 Now therefore, behold, the
Lord bringeth up upon them
the waters of the river,
strong and many, even the
king of Assyria, and all his
glory: and he shall come up
over all his channels, and go
over all his banks:

WXLP BYHWDH $+P W(BR (D-CW)R YGY( WHYH M+WT
KNPYW ML) RXB-)RCK (MNW )L

8 And he shall pass through
Judah; he shall overflow
and go over, he shall reach
even to the neck; and the
stretching out of his wings
shall fill the breadth of thy
land, O Immanuel.

R(W (MYM WXTW WH)ZYNW KL MRXQY-)RC HT)ZRW WXTW
HT)ZRW WXTW

9 Associate yourselves, O
ye people, and ye shall be
broken in pieces; and give
ear, all ye of far countries:
gird yourselves, and ye shall
be broken in pieces; gird
yourselves, and ye shall be
broken in pieces.

(CW (CH WTPR DBRW DBR WL) YQWM KY (MNW )L 10 Take counsel together,
and it shall come to nought;
speak the word, and it shall
not stand: for God is with
us.

KY KH )MR YHWH )LY KXZQT HYD WYSRNY MLKT BDRK
H(M-HZH L)MR

11 For the LORD spake thus
to me with a strong hand,
and instructed me that I
should not walk in the way
of this people, saying,

L)-T)MRWN Q$R LKL )$R-Y)MR H(M HZH Q$R W)T-MWR)W
L)-TYR)W WL) T(RYCW

12 Say ye not, A
confederacy, to all them to
whom this people shall say,
A confederacy; neither fear
ye their fear, nor be afraid.

)T-YHWH CB)WT )TW TQDY$W WHW) MWR)KM WHW)
M(RCKM

13 Sanctify the LORD of
hosts himself; and let him
be your fear, and let him be
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your dread.
WHYH LMQD$ WL)BN NGP WLCWR MK$WL L$NY BTY Y&R)L
LPX WLMWQ$ LYW$B YRW$LM

14 And he shall be for a
sanctuary; but for a stone of
stumbling and for a rock of
offence to both the houses
of Israel, for a gin and for a
snare to the inhabitants of
Jerusalem.

WK$LW BM RBYM WNPLW WN$BRW WNWQ$W WNLKDW 15 And many among them
shall stumble, and fall, and
be broken, and be snared,
and be taken.

CWR T(WDH XTWM TWRH BLMDY 16 Bind up the testimony,
seal the law among my
disciples.

WXKYTY WXKYTY LYHWH LYHWH HMSTYR HMSTYR PNYW
PNYW MBYT MBYT Y(QB Y(QB WQWYTY-WQWYTY-LW LW

17 And I will wait upon the
LORD, that hideth his face
from the house of Jacob,
and I will look for him.

HNH )NKY WHYLDYM )$R NTN-LY YHWH L)TWT
WLMWPTYM BY&R)L M(M YHWH CB)WT H$KN BHR CYWN

18 Behold, I and the children
whom the LORD hath given
me are for signs and for
wonders in Israel from the
LORD of hosts, which
dwelleth in mount Zion.

WKY-Y)MRW )LYKM DR$W )L-H)BWT W)L-HYD(NYM
HMCPCPYM WHMHGYM HLW)-(M )L-)LHYW YDR$ B(D
HXYYM )L-HMTYM

19 And when they shall say
unto you, Seek unto them
that have familiar spirits,
and unto wizards that peep,
and that mutter: should not
a people seek unto their
God? for the living to the
dead?

LTWRH WLT(WDH )M-L) Y)MRW KDBR HZH )$R )YN-LW $XR 20 To the law and to the
testimony: if they speak not
according to this word, it is
because there is no light in
them.

W(BR BH NQ$H WR(B WHYH KY-YR(B WHTQCP WQLL
BMLKW WB)LHYW WPNH LM(LH

21 And they shall pass
through it, hardly bestead
and hungry: and it shall
come to pass, that when
they shall be hungry, they
shall fret themselves, and
curse their king and their
God, and look upward.

W)L-)RC YBY+ WHNH CRH WX$KH M(WP CWQH W)PLH
MNDX

22 And they shall look unto
the earth; and behold
trouble and darkness,
dimness of anguish; and
they shall be driven to
darkness.

KY L) MW(P L)$R MWCQ LH K(T HR)$WN HQL )RCH ZBLWN
W)RCH NPTLY WH)XRWN HKBYD DRK HYM (BR HYRDN
GLYL HGWYM

23 [KJV 9:1] Nevertheless the
dimness shall not be such as
was in her vexation, when at
the first he lightly afflicted
the land of Zebulun and the
land of Naphtali, and
afterward did more
grievously afflict her by the
way of the sea, beyond
Jordan, in Galilee of the
nations.
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